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Dear Ms. Frechette,

Thank you for your memorandum forwarding the letter of the Secretary-General to the staff
containing his comments on the Organizational Integrity Survey carried out earlier this year by the
Office of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS).

We have taken a number of steps to ensure wide circulation and discussion of the findings of
the Survey. We shared the Survey results with all colleagues in the Economic Commission for
Africa" (ECA) and urged them through divisional meetings to bold candid discussion on the issues
of organizational integrity. They were asked to also discuss suggestions on concrete actions both
staff members and managers could undertake collectively to improve the perception of integrity in
EGA. I am pleased to report that all JDiyisions have already convened their meetings and have
found the opportunity quite in line with the efforts of ECA to improve some management practices.

In response to an Open Space gathering held at EGA in December 2002, an Institutional
Strengthening Programme (ISP), was launched in January 2003. One of its projects is developing
managerial competencies to address the issues of management practices raised by the staff at the
Open Space. This includes the issue of integrity and managerial skills/practices. This particular
project is led directly by the Deputy Executive Secretary. An electronic survey was developed and
sent to all ECA staff members for completion. ECA had subsequently requested the assistance of
the Office of Human Resources Management (OHRM) to engage a consulting company,
MANNET, to analyze the result of the survey and to develop appropriate workshop for managers.
This exercise will be a further opportunity to reflect on how integrity-related issues can be
addressed at ECA.

I plan to shortly convene a Town Hall meeting with all the staff to further reflect on the
findings~6f the"Stffvey. Based on our in-house discussions, I_wiU provide you in due course with
the proposed actions to be implemented in ECA and the recommendations made to Improve
perceptions of integrity and accountability.

Yours sincerely,

Ms. Louise Frechette
Deputy Secretary-General
Office of the Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, NY 10017, USA
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